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ABSTRACT
Personalized search improves generic ranking models by taking
user interests into consideration and returning more accurate search
results to individual users. In recent years, machine learning and
deep learning techniques have been successfully applied in personalized search. Most existing personalization models simply regard
the search history as a static set of user behaviours and learn fixed
ranking strategies based on the recorded data. Though improvements have been observed, it is obvious that these methods ignore
the dynamic nature of the search process: search is a sequence of
interactions between the search engine and the user. During the
search process, the user interests may dynamically change. It would
be more helpful if a personalized search model could track the whole
interaction process and update its ranking strategy continuously. In
this paper, we propose a reinforcement learning based personalization model, referred to as RLPer, to track the sequential interactions
between the users and search engine with a hierarchical Markov
Decision Process (MDP). In RLPer, the search engine interacts with
the user to update the underlying ranking model continuously with
real-time feedback. And we design a feedback-aware personalized
ranking component to catch the user’s feedback which has impacts
on the user interest profile for the next query. Experimental results
on the publicly available AOL search log verify that our proposed
model can significantly outperform state-of-the-art personalized
search models.
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INTRODUCTION

Search is one of the major approaches for us to obtain information
in our daily life. When users enter a query in search engines, they
usually have a specific query intent. However, studies have shown
that the intent cannot be expressed accurately by the issued keyword query which is usually short and ambiguous [12, 29]. Let us
take the query ‘MAC’ as an example. A makeup artist may use this
query to search for information about the cosmetic brand ‘MAC’,
while an IT engineer is likely to seek information about the ‘MAC’
computer using the same query. In a current search engine, both
users may find unwanted documents which are about ‘MAC’ but
are irrelevant to their real information need. Personalized search is
a way to solve this problem by taking user interests into account
and returning different results to individual users. So far, there
have been many research achievements on this task, including the
traditional personalization models [4, 8, 9, 12, 15, 26, 33, 37] and
learning based models [13, 27, 32, 34] proposed in recent years.
Typically, a user’s personal search process can be regarded as
a series of interactions between the user and the search engine:
the user inputs a query and the search engine ranks the candidate
documents with the ranking model. Then, the user clicks or skips
documents and implicates her current interests. During the sequential interactions, the user’s interests may dynamically change, and
the search engine is expected to generate document lists fitting
the user’s current interests best. Most existing personalized search
models simply regard the search process as a static set of user issued
queries as well as the retrieved and clicked documents, and learn
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